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Gehst meaning in german

These examples can contain rude words based on your search. These examples may contain spoken words based on your search. You go with gehst du mit mir auf das Konzert? Will you come with me to the concert? No results were found for this value. Word index: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, MoreExpression Index: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, MorePhrase
Index: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, The more these examples can be rude words based on your search. These examples may contain spoken words based on your search. Bitte schließ die Tür ab, wenn du gehst. Please lock the door when you leave. Stelle deinen Wecker bevor du schlafen gehst. Set the alarm before you go to sleep. Wenn du gehst, werde
ich dich sehr vermissen. When you go, I'll miss you so much. Die Post kommt an, Bevor du gehst. The mail arrives before you leave. Es ist mir egal, ob du gehst oder bleibst. It's the same for me whether you go or stay. Wohin du auch gehst, ich werde dir folgen. Wherever you go, I'll follow you. Mach es fertig, bevor du ins Bett gehst. Stop him before you go
to bed. Mach das Licht aus, bevor du zu Bett gehst. Throw out the light before you go to bed. Achte darauf, dass die Tür abgeschlossen ist, bevor du gehst. Before you go, see that the door is locked. Vergiss nicht das Licht auszuschalten, wenn du gehst. Be sure to turn off the light when you leave. Entweder du gehst Raus, oder du kommst rein. Either come
out or come in. Ich will, dass du zur Post gehst. I want you to go to the mail. Ich möchte gerne, dass du jetzt gehst. I'd like you to leave. Wohin du auch immer gehst, werde ich dir folgen. Wherever you go, I'll follow. No results were found for this value. Word index: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, MoreExpression Index: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, MorePhrase
Index: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, More Geht's is just a Shortening of Geht es..., it's not in its form. Gehen in non-personal use means personal or non-personal condition, welfare state, or similar. So, the regular sentence says: Es geht ... (mir gut, dir schlecht, etc.) and how question, he says, Wie geht (')s (dir, mir, etc.) This question has become a familiar
term, replacing Hallo/Hello and getting closer to French Ca va? You can also use it for other conditions like Der Laden's geht hose (the store works well) or, as a recent development, Geht's noch? as a complex issue in any situation that is going to go bad, wrong, or weird. - Both sentences, ge geht's and also, geht's noch?, are incomplete ones as an object
(S+P+O), but completely as the basis of the basic sentence (S+P) because the subject is always es that they allow easy entendings, which can even become a good joke. Babylon German-English Dictionary go, ambulate, walk, walk, move, continue, move, to function properly, expand from one point to the next, step, step, step, tread, tread tread the German
term goes to other languages Full verb table INTRANSITIVES VERB 1. go where he goes and stands, he gius everywhere he goes, he keeps we go! Went! I have to go I have to go or be not please go! (= leave the room) please leave!; (Before you) after you! Go! go (then)! Go now! go!; how to go there? how are you there?; he disappeared (hum inf) he was
given a push (hum inf) he disappeared from us (euph) he died the pain went very deep♦ go + communal swim / dancing go swimming / dance play go go go go and play sleep go to sleep go to sleep go to bed go to bed 2. = walking to go, a walking child learns to walk a baby learning to walk on a stick (dative) to go walking with a stick on crutches (dative) to
go for a walk with or on crutches on a pole (dative) to go walking on poles, how long do you go on the bus? How long does walking this on the bus? He walked into the room and down the room the horse goes (crotch) the horse goes trotting 3. with prepositionSSsus also see under the prepositions entry.♦ go + how (= dress up) to go as sth as a carpenter
(dial: = work) to work as a carpenter♦ go + to him went to the table he went to the table you (me) do not go to my things! Don't touch my stuff! he went to my wallet he went to my wallet inheritance went to him inheritance went to him → also b♦ go + on his climbed the mountain they went uphill they went to the street on the other side, the window goes to the
yard window overlooking the courtyard this door goes to the balcony this door leads to the balcony that goes to his account or for him he is responsible for the fact that went to you! that was aimed at you! beer goes to me (inf) beer on me, why beer go? (inf) who pays for beer? → also b♦ go + out of the room she left or left the room he left the house again
without an umbrella he went without his umbrella again JDM get out of the light / way to get out of the sb light / way♦ go + until he went to the fence he went to the fence he went to the fence he went to as far as street belly water went up to his waist the skirt went to the ankle skirt went to his ankles♦ go + through the woods we went through the wood piano
does not go through the door piano will not go or fit through the door♦ go + before it contradicts my principles or my belief, that's against my principles♦ go + go to the kitchen to go to the kitchen to go to the kitchen to go to the kitchen to go to the kitchen to go to the kitchen It is impossible to go to a red coat funeral, you can not possibly go to the funeral in red
fur, you can not possibly wear a red coat to the funeral to go to the monastery (man) to get to the monastery; (A woman) entering a convent industry/policy go to go to an industry/political union/party to go join a union/party, how many people go to their car? How many people can you get into your car? in this hall 300 people go in this hall have 300 people in
this pitcher goes a whole liter this pitcher has a full liter (Brit) or liter (USA) 3 goes three times 9 3 to 9 goes 3, that does not want to go to my head I just can not understand that thousands or thousands go run to (in) thousands it goes to 70 years he is getting on seventy by itself (the accused) go stop and think♦ go + with JDM go go with sb; (= be friends) go
out with sb, be with sb with time to go move with fashion times go track fashion♦ go + after he went to Munich this road goes to Hanover this road goes to Hanover this road goes to Hanover this door goes off / next door this door leads out / to the next room the ship goes to Harwich boat going to har go to follow the rules, if you can go after his statement (=
judge), if his statement is anything to go by, you can't just go after the exterior (= judge), you shouldn't decide or go just for appearances♦ go + cross the road to cross the bridge to cross the bridge to cross the bridge , go over the bridge bridge passes there over the river bridge crosses the river there the journey passes through Dresden we/they etc. going
through Dresden that goes through my powers that more than I can manage; (soul) it's more than I can work in my garden goes to him primarily his garden is what it means that most of him does nothing to go through (+galler) ... there is nothing to overcome ... ♦ go + by people to go mix with people, Now he's gone after the poets he's now joined the poetic
fraternity♦ go + to the post office® go to the post office to go to the butcher to go to school to go to school go go to his grandmother's kitchen to go to his grandmother's kitchen to go to the sea (inf) go to the sea to go to the army to join the army to join the army to join the theater to go to the stage to go to university 4. = moving I heard as the door went I
heard the door (go) this door / drawer goes hard this door / drawer is very rigid my lawn goes hard my lawnmower is hard to push passes today wind sharp running high5. = sound Bell, in the phone ring, go constantly goes with her phone constantly going or ringing in her house as the song/poem go? how does the song/poem go? 6. = work at work; (Car,
clock) go my computer again not my computer does not work again this program works only this program if you have this operating system my car goes sometimes, sometimes not my car sometimes goes and sometimes no clock goes well the clock keeps a good time the clock goes wrong / the right clock is wrong / right, so goes the way to do it we build us
out of the cardboard boxes. we make a house from cardboard boxes, and that's how: ... 7. = thrive in business to do well; (= selling a milk shop in Lessingstraße is going well because the school opened there milk on Lessingstraße was fine because the school opened my business goes well, but I may need even more turnover in my business doing well, but I
could do with a higher turnover than go shopping? How's it going? Since it was discussed on TV, the book goes better the book is better because it's discussed on TV that goes away like warm buns it's selling like hot cakes at 8pm. = take a go, how long is this going on? how long will this last? this is already going on for half an hour (about) half an hour my
course goes from June 2 to 28 my course is from 2 to 28 June9. = rises yeast dough to increase yeast dough must go two or three times 10. = dressing without a hat not to wear has a day like today you just don't go without a hat/screen day like this you just can't get out without a hat/umbrella carefully dressed to be carefully dressed at 11. = related article
went before ... article criticized ... the book went around... the book was about ... bet goes to 50 euros bet is for 50 euros my offer is that ... my suggestion is that ... 12. = can be good that everything is fine, to be good (inf) Monday goes monday all right Monday, so goes well monday fine passes tomorrow? - yes, tomorrow is all right? - Yes, tomorrow's fine
that no (Brit) or not OK Tuesday doesn't work or (INF) Tuesday is not good or 13. Other phrases (oh) go (but) that shouldn't be true! (inf) get away with you (Brit) or come on that can't be true! (Os. 100 000 -Yes, not so! (Os. 100 000 Come on, it's not so bad! go to me with your crazy plan! (Os. 100 000 I don't want to know about your crazy plan! Go! He ran!
Get out of here! (US inf)♦ forward What's going on here? What's going on? I do not know how it happens I do not know, procedure♦ yes/go too far to go yes/too far he has gone so far, promising her the wage growth he has gone so far as to promise her growth (Brit) or raise (ESP USA) that just goes too far it's just going too far Full verb transitives verb he
went the extra mile he walked the mile I always walk this way / this path I always go this way / along this way full verb table UNPERSONALS VERB 1. = how do you do? how are you?; (patient) how do you feel? How's it going? how's it going?; (at work, etc.) how is it going? how else to do it? (inf) how things are different? how is it (yes)? - it goes (inf) like
everything? - well or not very bad (inf) thank you, it goes (inf) all right, thank you, not too bad, thank you (INF) it's good / bad it's good / not good it's going for me (again) better now after the bathroom I wish I had a bath I felt better otherwise you're all right? Are you sure you feel good? (ando) what was the test? - Oh, it was pretty good, how was the exam? -
Oh, it was pretty good for me he went the same (= I experienced the same thing) it was just the same or like that for me; (= I felt the same) I feel the same way as you go well to take care of yourself, take care of yourself, that it goes (only) (= so is life), that's how it goes, that's how things go 2. = let it be possible; (= works) it lasts as long as possible? (without
help) can you manage? this is not possible; (= is out of the question) it's not about it will already go I / he will etc manage; (= will be done) everything will be fine, we have to come to terms with it, it is just going to come to terms with it, there is no other way, so this is not the way to do it; It won't be tomorrow that won't be any good 3. = then it always goes
straight then it's straight (Brit) or forward you take first right, and then it always goes straight to the traffic light you take first right and then it's straight (Brit) or ahead of you at traffic lights then we went south/mountain (= we/they etc.), then we/they etc for the south/mountains where it's going on vacation? where are you going on vacation (Brit) or holiday (USA)
this time? 4. Other turns are strong winds are strong winds (blowing) there is a rumor that he wants to cancel the rumor (Brit) or rumor (USA) is going on a (a) round that he's going to pass on his message he's going to 9 hours he's approaching 9 o'clock already approaching winter (go) winter is coming up♦ about (= about) it's about your contract it's about
your contract, what is it? What the is that? I do not know what I do not know what it is about what this movie / your dispute is about? What is this movie/your argument about? it's about life and death it's a matter of life and death it's about my reputation being in jeopardy it's just about one he's just interested in one thing that I don't care about (= I didn't mean)
that's not my point; (= no matter me) that no matter to me it's about 5 million (= is playing) the deal covers 5 million; (= is in danger of dealing when it comes to acting, no one reaches it so fast when it comes to acting, no one touches it when it comes to trivia, anger starts only when it comes to the details of problems begins♦ he goes after jdm it's up sb if he
goes after me... if it was or was up to me... it can't always go all after you can't expect it that's your way all the time Full verb table reflexives verb ♦ it goes bad here it's not nice to walk here with high heel boots it goes in this stony way bad it's not nice to walk in this stony few high heels these shoes it's comfortable these shoes are comfortable
walkingPresentich Geh it's goingwegoyou gosie / You're goingFutureI'm goingto goer / she / she /it's going we'll goyou goyou / You're goingpreteriteich gingdu gingster / she / she gone ©go All rights reserved. I'm not new.
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